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LAWASIA, in association with the South Pacific Lawyers’ 
Association (SPLA) and the Fiji Law Society, is pleased to 
invite the participation of members and legal professionals 
to the LAWASIA Environmental Law Conference in the Pacific 
2020, to be held in Denarau, Fiji from Friday 3 April - Saturday 
4 April 2020.
This 2 day conference will offer an intensive legal briefing and 
discussion forum on the key issues relevant to climate change, 
its impact on the Pacific and the role of lawyers in addressing 
those issues. A line-up of local and international speakers 
will share information and expertise on a range of subjects 
including:

• Promoting action on Climate Change
• Consequences of Climate Change
• Adaptation to Climate Change
• The Role of the Judiciary
• Ocean Governance, protecting the Pacific Ocean
• Protecting and Managing Marine Resources
• International and national climate initiatives; and
• Sustainable, Resilient and Inclusive Development.

Many of international experts in the environmental laws as 
well as the representatives from the bar associations and law 

societies will get together for this conference to exchange 
the updated information and legislation on the various 
environmental issues and look for legal and practical solutions 
for the pending issues. Fiji would be a most appropriate setting 
for this important conference, being a clean tropical paradise 
set in the stunning South Pacific, consisting of over 333 islands. 
Famous for its white sandy beaches, rugged landscapes, coral 
reefs and clear lagoons, the islands of Fiji perfectly represent the 
essence of reasons why the environment issues are critical to us.
LAWASIA is the proud voice of the legal profession across Asia 
Pacific. Boasting eminent, diverse and influential members 
from more than 40 jurisdictions, LAWASIA’s raison d’etre is the 
promotion and protection of human rights and the rule of law, as 
well as the facilitation of business opportunities within the region.
Established in 1966, LAWASIA has expanded and evolved into 
a powerful network of legal professionals. Through its events, 
conferences and publications, LAWASIA continues to support 
the profession and build capacity throughout the region.
LAWASIA in association with the  South Pacific Lawyers’ 
Association and the Fiji Law Society is pleased to welcome all 
to this exciting event.
Registrations are now open www.lawasiafiji2020.com
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